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H A N D L I N G   T A R I F F   2 0 1 7 
for Fairs and Exhibitions held in Prague Congress Centre, Czech republic 

   
 

I. HANDLING CHARGES                 EUR/€    
Unloading or loading from vehicles and delivery to exhibition stands or so near as possible or into the warehouse without 
opening or closing of the pieces/1 cbm=300 kgs 

 

1.      Handling rate/Complete lorry – unloading or loading                           18,50/100 kgs 
1.1    but minimum                  125,00/shipment 

 
 

II. COLLECTION FROM AIRPORT Terminal Prague/GROUPED FREIGHT CARGO Terminals 
Prague/POST CONSIGNMENT Terminal Prague/GENERAL AND EXPRESS GOODS from  
Terminals Prague       
incl. Terminal Handling Charges, Delivery to the exhibition stands or so near as possible or into the warehouse without opening 
or closing of the pieces, Terminal customs formalities/1 cbm=167 kgs (chargeable weight will be used as base for calculation) 

     
2.      Handling rate          1,40/1 kg 
2.1    but minimum                    145,00/shipment 

 
 

III. SURCHARGES (will be added to the basic charges) 
 
3.1    Heavy lift surcharge for pieces from 250-3000 kgs     25% of the rate 
3.2    Heavy lift surcharge for pieces over 3000 kgs    50% of the rate  
3.3    For unpacked goods       25% of the rate 
3.4    Overtime surcharge (after 6 p.m.)       25% of the rate 
3.5    Saturdays, Sundays and Public holidays surcharge    50% of the rate 
3.6    Upper floor surcharge       25% of the rate 
3.7    Late arrival surcharge       25% of the rate 
        (for shipments arriving after the official deadlines)                

 
 

IV. CUSTOMS CLEARANCE CHARGES 
 
4.1    Opening of the temporary customs admission, its cancelling 
         or prolongation if any, or final customs clearance             10,50/100 kgs 
4.1.1 but minimum        55,00/shipment 
4.1.2 but maximum                                                                                     225,00/shipment 
4.2    Drawing up customs declaration                   7,00/document 
4.3    Surcharge for every customs-item       4,00/item  
4.4    Customs examination      25,00/hour 
4.5    Cancellation or issuing of customs waybill/permit (T1)  30,00/document 
4.6    Reimbursement for the customs security               0,50% of the value  
4.6.1 but minimum        19,50/shipment  
4.6.2 but maximum                             295,00/shipment 
4.7    Security fee for transit under bond                                                     0,50% of the value 
4.7.1 but minimum        19,50/shipment  
4.7.2 but maximum                  295,00/shipment  
4.8    Customs-fees, V.A.T, Consume-tax, etc.                                           as per documentation 
4.8.1 Reimbursement for paid fees and taxes                    10% of paid amount 
4.9    Carnet ATA handling (In-/or Outbound)                                      85,00/carnet 
4.9.1  writing off an item from the Carnet                             15,00/item 
4.10   Issuing of TIR Carnet      45,00/carnet 
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V. MANIPULATION WITH EMPTY PACKAGES/FULL GOODS 
 
5.1 Removal, storage and return of empty packages (return to the stand or so near as possible) 
          29,50/cbm 
5.2 Removal, storage and return of full goods (return to the stand or so near as possible) 
          42,50/cbm  

 

VI. OTHER SERVICES 
 
6.1   Storage in warehouse incl. storing in/storing out      2,50/100 kgs/day 
6.2   Storage in open area incl. storing in/storing out      1,50/100 kgs/day 
6.3   Transport to or from the warehouse      13,50/100 kgs 
6.3.1but minimum        45,50/shipment 
6.4   Providing of packages with straps (excl. skilled worker)                 3,50/per 1m   
6.5   Marking or signing          2,50/pcs. 
6.6   Fixed charge (postage/papers/phone/copyin, etc. )    25,00/shipment  
6.7   Issuing of CMR        12,50/document 
6.8   Issuing of AWB/HAWB, B/L       19,50/document  

 

VII. WORKMEN AND TECHNICAL SERVICE 
 
7.1 Skilled worker        25,00/hour (m/m 1 hour) 
7.2 Trolley (only incl. worker)       15,00/hour (m/m 1 hour) 
7.3 Forklift 2 - 3,5 ton                  115,00/hour (m/m 1 hour) 
7.4 Forklift of capacity over 3,5 ton                 as per agreement 
7.5 Crane 8 – 16 ton                  165,00/hour (m/m 2 hours) 
7.6 Crane of capacity over 16 ton                as per agreement 
7.7 Surcharges (see point III.) 

 

VIII. GENERAL CONDITIONS 
- for treatment of Fair and Exhibition goods in the Prague Congress Centre/KCP 
- all charges in this tariff are to be understood in currency = EUR/€ 
- each part of an hour will be charged as a full one. 
- each part of 100 kgs will be charged as full 100 kgs. 
- each part of 1 cbm will be charged as full one. 
- the Exhibitors are responsible for damage and more costs, caused by wrong quotation of the 
packages, volumes, weights. 
- the responsibility of the Forwarding Agents ends by delivery of the goods/of the empties to the stand 
also when the Exhibitors or their commissioners are not present. 
- as to the return transportation, the responsibility of the Forwarding Agents begins by the picking up 
the goods from the stand only, also when the export documents have been before handed over in the 
office of the Forwarding Agents.  

 
DB SCHENKERfairs 
SCHENKER spol. s r.o. 
Kongresove centrum Praha 
5. Kvetna 65 
140 21  Praha 4, Czech republic 
 
Id.No. 61500780 
registered with the Commercial Register maintained by the Municipal Court in Prague, Section C, File 
No. 30706 
 

All contractual arrangements, concluded between SCHENKER spol. s r. o. and its Clients are ruled by 
General Terms of Trade SCHENKER spol. s r. o., Czech Republic in the full issue on the company's 
website, and the Client declares His acceptance, acknowledgement and understanding therewith by 
concluding the Contract. 
 

 


